
MATHS DIAGNOSTICS

Diagnostic Questions is a world leading assessment tool that provides detailed insights into student understanding
Maths; Computing; Science; Next subject?.

I cant figure out how to do this. Preview the questions in the quiz first to check it is just right. Back to Video
Index How to Identify Misconceptions before you teach Use the vast amount of data available on the website
to identify key misconceptions students have in a particular topic before you teach it to your students. View
statistics and read actual student explanations to gain real insight into how students approach given topics,
allowing you to be better informed before entering the classroom. In a practical context, this means learners
will develop the confidence and capability to: solve problems process calculations interpret and explaining
situations All within the following contexts: work and education, community, citizenship and environment,
media and communication, and family, home and social issue. You might want to build a quiz covering a
specific topic, or a more general one for revision. Print off a pdf copy if you want your students to do it using
pen and paper. How do girls compare to boys? Anyone can join in seconds using any piece of technology.
Functional Mathematics aims to ensure that you have a sufficient understanding of a range of mathematical
concepts and you know how and when to use them. In a practical context this means that in life and work you
should be able to: read and understand information and instructions, and then use this understanding to act
appropriately. I have read your instructions but cant find where they are stored. This could apply to working
out which train to catch to reach a specific destination, to organising a series of tasks in the workplace analyse
how ideas and information are presented, and be able to evaluate their usefulness, for example solving a
problem. Take this to the next level by reading their explanations they have given to gain and in-depth
knowledge of the strengths, weaknesses and misconceptions in your class. How to identify key trends Please
note: the website is currently in Beta mode. They will help you gain the most out of work, education and
everyday life. Keep the quiz to yourself, share it with the colleagues in your school, or make it publicly
available for all â€” the choice is yours! Assign the quiz to your chosen class of students, set a deadline, and
the quiz will automatically appear when they next log onto the website. This will include being able to explain
information clearly and succinctly in speech and writing, expressing a point of view reasonably and
persuasively, and using English to communicate effectively. There is a video below and here is a nice
step-by-step guide How to Create Questions Teachers and students creating and sharing questions will enable
the website to keep growing. You can see results and explanations instantly, allowing you to stop the quiz and
intervene as and when is necessary. Share Email Post Our free Diagnostic Assessment can help teachers and
tutors decide which level of Functional Skills English and maths a learner should study. Focussed, effective
revision. This means it is very much under development. Back to Video Index Pedagogy and when to use
Diagnostic Questions A short video on the educational value of diagnostic questions as an effective tool for
assessment for learning. They can do this on their computer, smart phone or tablet. This could be very useful
for student teachers, newly qualified teachers, teachers who have not taught a topic for a while, or teachers
who simply want to be better informed as to how students think and learn. A great way to do this is to hone in
on the specific areas of maths they have struggled on, view their past attempts at questions, try them again,
view correct explanations, and then browse for similar questions to have a go at. It is also an excellent form of
professional development for teachers and enrichment for students. Show your students a wide variety of
correct explanations to help deepen their learning and understanding.


